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Community-Built Databases: Research and DevelopmentSpringer, 2011

	Communities have built collections of information in a collaborative manner for
	centuries. Around 250 years ago, more than 140 people wrote l’Encyclopedie in 28
	volumes with 70,000 articles. More recently, Wikipedia has demonstrated how
	collaborative efforts can be a powerful method of building a massive data storage. It
	is...
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Mechanics of Solid Interfaces (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The growing occurrence of heterogeneous materials such as composites or coated substrates in structural parts makes it necessary for designers and scientists to deal with the specific features of the mechanical behavior of solid interfaces.


	This book introduces basic concepts on mechanical problems related to the presence of...
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Learning Cassandra for AdministratorsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Understand the immense capabilities of Cassandra in managing large amounts of data and learn how to ensure that data is always available. This practical, hands-on guide takes you through every stage from installation to performance tuning.


	Overview

	
		Install and set up a multi datacenter Cassandra

...
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Beginning Unix (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
The Unix operating system is the basis for some of today's most-used platforms, including Mac OS® X and Linux®. This book covers Unix basics for these as well as the more commonly recognized Sun Solaris and BSD.
First, you will learn Unix terminology, core concepts, methodology, and how to log in...
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Fundamentals of OOP and Data Structures in JavaCambridge University Press, 2000

	This is a CS 2 book that presents classical data structures in an object-oriented programming (OOP) context using Java. This book also focuses on the basic principles of OOP and graphical user interface (GUI)-based programming – two paradigms essential for modern programming and problem solving. Our book is aimed principally at CS 2...
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Classifications and Scores of the ShoulderSpringer, 2006

	This is the first single reference of classifications and scores of the shoulder. It gives a clearly structured, well-defined compendium of classifications and scores of the shoulder for use in everyday clinical life to improve and simplify the communication between physicians and physiotherapists. It is the first single reference of...
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Programming Microsoft SQL Server 2000 With XML (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2001
 Over the past few years, XML has emerged as the computer world’s favorite three-letter acronym. At first, XML was a curiosity about which a few technological boffins were getting a little over-excited—an interesting technology looking for a place to happen. Gradually, however, developers came to realize the enormous potential of a...
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Introduction to AutoCAD 2004: 2D and 3D DesignNewnes, 2004
Taking the reader step-by-step through the features of AutoCAD, Alf Yarwood provides a structured course of work matched to the latest release of this software. Introducing first principles and the creation of 2D technical drawings, the author goes on to demonstrate construction of 3D solid model drawings and rendering of 3D models. Worked examples...
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Reporting with Visual Studio and Crystal ReportsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create a reporting application from scratch using Visual Studio and Crystal Reports


	Overview

	
		A step-by-step guide that goes beyond theory, letting you get hand-on experience
	
		Utilize a dataset and table adapter as data sources for your report
	
		Learn how to add reports to forms...
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Essentials of UMTS (The Cambridge Wireless Essentials Series)Cambridge University Press, 2008

	The third generation (3G) cellular system UMTS is advanced, optimised and complex. The many existing books on UMTS attempt to explain all the intricacies of the system and as a result are large and equally complex. This book takes a different approach and explains UMTS in a concise, clear and readily understandable style. Written by a...
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Beginning MySQL (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2005
As the most popular open source database system in the world, MySQL boasts ease of implementation, minimal overhead, consistent reliability, and low total cost of ownership. This hands-on resource offers you a complete look at MySQL and explains how to implement MySQL and access MySQL with various programming languages.
Using a task-oriented...
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Fundamentals of Relational Database Management Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
Information is a valuable resource to an organization. Computer software provides an efficient means of processing information, and database systems are becoming increasingly common means by which it is possible to store and retrieve information in an effective manner. This book provides comprehensive coverage of fundamentals of database management...
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